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Preface
This volume contain$\mathrm{s}$ the proceedings of the lecturae delivered at the confer-
ence, Foee Boundary Problems, held at the $\mathrm{R}\epsilon \mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}$ Institute for Mathematical
Sciences, Kyoto University, during October $1\triangleright 13,2000.$ Most of the lectures con-
cerned the free boundary problems in mathematicd sciences and related topics in
partial differential equations.
The conference wae poaeible by support from the Research hstitute for Mathe-
matical Sciences. $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{o},$ financial support ffom the Japan Society for the Promotion
of Science through its Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research wae helpful for mah.ng
the conference successful. We wish to thank the Research Institute for Mathemat-
ical Sciences and the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science for their support
and all those who cooperated to publish this volume.
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